
1. Выберите нужное: 
Jack … at a post office every day. 
1) work;  2) works;  3) will work;  4) is working 
 
2. Выберите нужное: 
Look! Somebody ... to our house. 
1) running;  2) is running;  3) runs;   4) run 
 
3. Выберите нужное: 
If it  … cold, I shall put on my coat. 
1) was;   2) were;  3) is;   4) will be 
 
4. Выберите нужное: 
I … her for two years. 
I) know;  2) haveknown;   3) has known;   4) have been known 
 
5. Выберите нужное: 
This church ... built in the 16th century. 
1) is;   2) has been;  3) had been;  4) was 
 
6. Выберите нужное: 
I didn’t know who else … tennis in our group. 
1) played;  2) will play;  3) plays;  4) play 
 
7. Выберите нужное: 
I ... forget to phone John. 
I) can’t;  2) needn’t;  3) mustn’t;  4) shouldn’t 
 
8. Выберите нужное: 
After the guests ... I went to bed. 
1) left;   2) have left;  3) had left;  4) were left 
 
9. Выберите нужное: 
When he was young, he ... run fast. 
I) could;  2) might;  3) had to;  4) was to 
 
10. Выберите нужное: 
There ... a new shopping center not farfiom our house. 
1) were;  2) are;   3) is;   4) weren’t 
 
11. Выберите нужное: 
There was … in the street. It was so cold. 
1) anybody;   2) somebody;   3) everybody;   4) nobody 
 
12. Выберите нужное: 
He is going out with a friend of .... 
1) he;   2) his;   3) him,   4) her 
 
13. Выберите нужное: 
Moscow is ... than St. Petersburgh. 
I) old;   2) older;  3) more old;  4) the oldest 
 
14. Выберите нужное: 
The girl laughed .... 
1) silent;  2) silently;  3) loud;  4) loudly 



15. Выберите нужное: 
What do you see ... the picture. 
1) on;   2) at;   3) in;   4) of 
 
16. Выберите нужное: 
Turn ... the light. It’s getting dark. 
1) off;   2) on;   3) in;   4) about 
 
17. Выберите нужное: 
Go … reading the text, please. 
I) with;   2) on;   3) in;   4) at 
 
18. Выберите нужное: 
The postman will come in the afternoon, ... ? 
1) will he;  2) won’t he;  3) is he;  4) does he 
 
19. Выберите правильный вопрос к подчеркнутому: 
She knows three languages. 
I) How many languages she knows? 
2) How many languages does she knows? 
3) How many languages does she know? 
4) How many languages knows she? 
 
20. Выберите правильный вопрос к предложению: 
It often rained last summer. 
1) Did it often rained last summer?;  2) Does it often rain last summer?; 
3) Did it often rain last summer?;  4) It often rained last summer? 
 
21. Выберите нужное: 
Do you often ... TV? 
1) see;   2) look;  3) watch;  4) observe 
 
22. Выберите нужное: 
Bill is a very naughty boy. He always … his parents. 
I) disorders;  2) displays;  3) obeys;  4) disobeys 
 
23. Выберите нужное: 
Are you going to take ... in the meeting? 
I) part;   2) notice;  3) place;  4) care 
 
24. Выберите нужное: 
He ... goes to work by car. 
1) almost;  2) already;  3) always;  4) only 
 
25. Выберите нужное: 
I ... comics. They are primitive. 
1) like;   2) unlike;  3) dislike;  4) dissatisfy 
 
26. Выберите нужное: 
Problems of nature are much ... about on TV, radio and newspapers. 
I) said;   2) told;   3) spoken;  4) talked 
 
27. Выберите нужное: 
What a strong ... ! I can hardly walk. 
1) rain;   2) fog;   3) mist;   4) wind 
 



28. Выберите нужное: 
Everybody enjoyed ... to the songs. 
1) following;  2) hearing;  3) listening;  4) repeating 
 
29. Выберите нужное: 
The rain suddenly … 
1) finished;  2) was over;  3) ended;  4) stopped 
 
30. Выберите нужное: 
It was an ... . 
1) incident;  2) accident;  3) case;   4) occasion 
 

TEXT 
A Frenchman was travelling in England. He couldn’t speak English at all. He knew only a few English words 
and it was difficult for him to make himself understood. One day he came to a country inn. He felt hungry and 
decided to have lunch there. He wanted to order some mushrooms which he liked very much. So he called the 
waiter and spoke to him in French. The waiter couldn't understand a single word. At last he had a good idea. 
"If I show him a picture of a mushroom, he will understand what I want", he said to himself. So he took a piece 
of paper and a pencil and drew a picture of a mushroom. The waiter looked at it and ran out of the room. A few 
minutes later the waiter returned with an umbrella, for this was how he had understood the picture. 
 
31. Определите тему текста и закончите предложение: 
The text describes ... . 
1) the difficulties of a Frenchman travelling in England; 
2) the difficulties of a traveler, who did not know French; 
3) the way the traveler discussed the problems with the waiter; 
 
32. В тексте слово «waiter» означает: 
1) хозяин;  2) хозяйка;  3) слуга;  4) официант 
 
33. Выберете предложение, не соответствующее содержанию текста: 
1) The Frenchman wanted to draw a picture of an inn. 
2) The Frenchman tried to make the waiter speak French. 
3) The waiter understood what the Frenchman wanted. 
4) The Frenchman wanted to have a lunch in an inn. 
 
34. Закончите предложение в соответствии с содержанием текста: 
A ... Frenchman decided to order some mushrooms. 
1) tired;  2) thirsty;  3) hungry;  4) cheerful 
 
35. Закончите предложение в соответствии с содержанием текста: 
The Frenchman had difficulties with .... 
1) mushrooms for lunch;  2) an umbrella; 
3) a pen and paper;   4) the English language 
 
36. Выберите предложение, не соответствующее содержанию текста: 
1) The Frenchman was hungry and came to inn. 
2) He wanted to eat his favorite mushrooms. 
3) The Frenchman showed a picture of a mushroom to the waiter. 
4) The waiter ran to prepare lunch for the Frenchman. 
 
37. Укажите правильный ответ на вопрос: 
... linking the two continents disappeared under the water. 
1) A land bridge;   2) Rafts and canoes; 
2) 3) The fust settlement;  4) Present-day Sydney 
 
 
 
 



38. Выберите наиболее удачный заголовок: 
1) From the Early History of Australia; 
2) The fust European Settlement in Australia; 
3) Australian Aboriginals; 
4) Captain Cook in Australia. 
 
39. Выберите нужное: 
Edinburgh is the capital of ... 
1) Wales;  2) Scotland;  3) Ireland;  4) England. 
 
40. Выберите нужное: 
The Jag of ... is the combination of the banners of England, Scotland and Ireland. The flag is known as the 
Union Jack. 
I) the USA;  2) Britain;  3) Australia;  4) New Zealand. 


